The future of work and the future of equalities

Predictions that the application of AI, robotics and digitalisation will lead to major job losses are adding to concerns about the future of work and equalities (see box 1). The financial crisis and subsequent austerity already exacerbated the inequalities stemming from a less regulated labour market and the decline of trade unions and collective bargaining. Further challenges to the future of equalities are stemming from Brexit (see box 2). To address these issues WEI researchers have proposed a new approach to understanding the segmentation of the labour market to inform policies on how to make work more equal (Grimshaw et al., 2017) based on three propositions: that employers play a key role in the shaping of labour markets; that social inequalities such as gender are embedded in employer practices; and that differences in national institutions and policies can and do influence the extent and form of inequalities.


Box 1. New technologies as a threat or an opportunity for promoting a gender equal society

Recent contributions by WEI researchers to debates on the future of work have argued that even if the predictions of major job losses only partly materialise then this rupture should be seized upon to develop a more egalitarian society based on sharing of both paid and unpaid work. Rather than revert to the norm of men earning a family wage while women care for family members, steps should be taken to allow more free time for both women and men to create the conditions necessary for a more equal sharing of care.

Box 2. Austerity and Brexit as dual threats to equalities?

Research by the WEI on the impact of austerity measures on collective bargaining and employment regulation particularly in Southern European countries found that the measures not only reduced real wages in all the countries but also in increasing dualism, divisions and inequalities in the workforce, such as differences in pay and working conditions between existing and new employees, along gender and age lines and between those on permanent contracts and those in atypical employment (Koukiadaki et al., 2016).

Austerity policies challenged support for gender equality through its effects on both the labour market and on public services. Research on low income women workers in Spain and Portugal revealed how the women showed even more commitment to work and to shoudering a large burden of household finances, despite facing lower wages and higher work intensity (Tavora and Rodríguez-Mordoño, 2018).

A new threat is emerging in particular to gender equality as many of the problems that have led to progress in gender equality have stemmed from European hard and soft law which, as Fagan and Rubery (2018) spell out, will be less likely to drive progress in the UK post-Brexit.

Box 3. Sexual harassment and the #metoo movement

The #metoo campaign on social media, following the revelations around the sexual harassment by the powerful US film producer Harvey Weinstein, has documented the widespread sexual harassment facing women in the workplace. By sharing their experience, many women, and some men have drawn attention to the scale and the scope of the problem, and the underlying socio-cultural factors contributing to and sustaining it, including tolerance for sexual harassment, with particular attention given to men’s power over women and wider gender inequalities. The debate has revealed the need for national conversations about boundaries for acceptable behaviour, with the debate itself pushing the boundaries in a more restrictive direction. Beyond the workplace, women’s experience of sexual harassment in public spaces, in particular on crowded public transport or in political life, has faced scrutiny, acknowledging that all forms of violence against women are interconnected, with transgression in one area fuelling and reproducing behaviours in others.


Closing the gender pay gap: two steps forward, one step back

More than forty years after gender equality legislation was passed in the UK and Europe problems of gender inequality persist, whether it be in pay, employment position or responsibility for care. Problems of the gender pay gap have been attributed to changes in the overall system of wage setting (Rubery and Grimshaw, 2015). Rubery, 2018) work for the ILO has suggested that the promotion of inclusive and transparent labour markets is as important as gender specific initiatives in closing the gender pay gap (Rubery and Koukiadaki, 2016). These problems have emerged just as women have become more educated and more stable and committed employees, thereby confounding supply side explanations of the gender pay gap. This is not to suggest that progress has not been made in some areas; for example research by WEI affiliates has found not only some reduction in the aggregate gender pay gap but also a specific drop in the part-time pay penalty. This is related to more women now being able to negotiate reduced hours in their previous job under the right to request flexible working policy so that they do not always have to change jobs to gain flexibility (Olsen et al., 2018a,b).


Harassment and bullying

WEI research into bullying and harassment is long standing but has become increasingly topical as a consequence of particular of the #metoo movement (see box 3). Workplace bullying is found to take on multiple forms from face-to-face interactions to cyber bullying and to include abusive supervision, social undermining and incivility. WEI research has contributed to a white paper from the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology which makes a number of recommendations aimed to help organizations and individuals prevent and cope with these various forms of workplace bullying (Hershcovis et al. 2015). Incivility has also been linked by WEI research to a subtle form of discrimination against Lesbian and Gay people in the workplace (Di Marco et al. 2015). Recent research, presented at the 2018 Academy of Management Annual Meeting, suggests that bystanders play an important role in affecting bullying. Organisations can encourage helpful bystander responses by emphasising individual responsibility and the severity of bullying as well as reducing victim blaming (Ng et al. 2018).

Box 4. Precarious work and well-being

Research by WEI affiliated researchers using longitudinal data has found that formerly unemployed adults who transitioned into poor quality work had greater adverse levels of health and chronic stress-related biomarkers compared with their peers who remained unemployed. A key message from this research is that just as ‘good work is good for health’, poor quality work can be detrimental for health. This means that in measuring the employment success of the unemployed job quality needs to be taken into account.

Addressing stress and wellbeing at work

WEI research is continuing the pioneering work by Sir Cary Cooper, an affiliate of the WEI, into stress and wellbeing at work (see Cooper and Quick, 2017). Changes in the nature of work (e.g. towards the gig economy and precarious work), and in workforce characteristics (e.g. an ageing workforce) could mean that the risk of stress is increasing. WEI researchers have been reviewing stress management interventions to identify which employee and organisational-focused interventions are most useful (Holman et al., 2018) and contributing case studies to a recent book on well-being (Johnson et al., 2018) that detail the current approaches adopted by organisations when addressing wellbeing at work. WEI researchers have been studying stress in specific occupational groups such as pharmacy (Jacobs et al., 2018), academia (Johnson et al., 2018) and mental health staff (Woods et al., 2016).
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Identifying and promoting the conditions for more inclusive and fair work and employment arrangements

New thinking on how to address the challenges posed by changes in work, employment and equalities is urgently needed. Inequalities – from health and education to poverty and exclusion – are influenced by labour market factors, but employment conditions are also shaped by patterns of inequality. The Institute brings together two internationally-recognised Alliance Manchester Business School research centres (European Work and Employment Research Centre and Fairness at Work Research Centre) with expertise across human resource management, industrial relations, labour economics, organisational psychology, employment law, technology, organisation studies, sociology and social statistics.

Our research is being used in knowledge exchange, dialogue and debate with key stakeholders and policy makers, and makes informed contributions to policy formation and practice. To achieve this, the Institute draws on input from an advisory board of policy makers and practitioners with local, national and international expertise. The Institute’s research ranges from the local to the global, and builds on the already strong connections with national and international policy bodies. Our approach to research includes the use of international institutional and comparative analysis, organisational case studies and qualitative interviews, and surveys and quantitative data analysis.

Our work is central to the debate on inequality in society

The team has a track record, built over more than twenty five years, of informing the evidence-base and policy agenda of the European Commission, the European Parliament, and the United Nations’ International Labour Organisation, as well as national organisations such as the Equality and Human Rights Commission, the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development and the Trades Union Congress. They have also helped launch many doctoral students and early career researchers onto successful careers as academics, researchers and policy makers in various sectors and countries.

WEI has an active PhD community of over 20 students

Our research students are working on a range of issues concerned with the changing nature of regulation and work including: new forms of worker voice and conflict in the gig economy, migrant networks and the emergence of independent worker networks, regulation and HRM in SMEs, union revitalisation in South America, CSR and labour standards in West Africa, precarious work and women’s employment, technostress and well-being, the impact of automation on women’s work in the retail sector, the experience and/or the regulation of precarious employment, UK pension reforms, bystander behaviour in workplace bullying, and women stepping away from high level careers, to name but a few. The group of students actively present at conferences and organise a range of seminars and research networks within the institute. They build on long traditions of work on labour market segmentation and inequalities, comparative employment research, regulation and representation issues in employment relations, human resource management, stress and well-being and technology and work organisation. There are a number of AMBS scholarships available each year to support new PhD students as well as studentships from the ESRC’s North West Doctoral College.